
Course 2.1.1: Basics of Ecosystem Analysis

April 12, 2006 General Systems Theory

A Systems and Systems Analysis F. Müller

- Elephants and Ecosystems
- System Definition
- Steps of Systems Analysis
- System Structures
- Systems Regulation 

B Human-Environmental Systems B. Burkhard

- Human-Environmental Interactions
- Basic Systems Model
- Ecosystem Services
- Ecosystem Indicators



Systems in every day ….

• Many parts
• Cooperations
• Interrelations
• Functions
• Complexity
• …
• …
• Abstractions

• Modul systems
• Computer systems
• HiFi systems
• Political systems
• Governance systems
• Election systems
• Social security systems
• Production systems
• …
• …
• …
• Ecosystems
• Landscape systems
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Paul Gauguin: Bretonische Landschaft mit Schweinehirt, 1888, 
Öl auf Leinwand, 74 × 93 cm, Los Angeles, Norton Simon Foundation, 

Land: Frankreich, Stil: Postimpressionismus.
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Paul Gauguin: Bretonische Landschaft mit Schweinehirt, 1888, 
Öl auf Leinwand, 74 × 93 cm, Los Angeles, Norton Simon Foundation, 

Land: Frankreich, Stil: Postimpressionismus.
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Paul Gauguin: Bretonische Landschaft mit Schweinehirt, 1888, 
Öl auf Leinwand, 74 × 93 cm, Los Angeles, Norton Simon Foundation, 

Land: Frankreich, Stil: Postimpressionismus.



A rush through systems conceptions



Reductionism ….

Scientific
objects
consist
of 
parts.

Blind men and the elephant



An
early
form of
holism ….

Elephants
are
systems.Blind men and the elephant



What is a system?

System boundary

Sub system

Element

System

Super system

Systems are .....

.....Complexes of 
elements which are
interrelated,

.... Purposeful
abstractions,

.... Units in space
and time with
interacting sub units,

.... Irreduceable,

.... Hierarchical,

.... Self regulated,

.... Self-organized.   

e.g. Organ

e.g. Organisms

e.g. Population

e.g. Nutrition

Relation



Some important system components:

Elements - are the parts (things or substances) 
that make up a system. 

(e.g. one student in the group)

Interactions – are the processual connections between the elements
(e.g. gossip)

Attributes - are characteristics of the elements that may be
perceived and measured. 

(e.g. size, hair color, volume, temperature, 
and mass of the student) 

Sub systems – a group of elements and relations
(e.g. all female students)

Super systems – broader group, including the system‘s universe
(e.g. all students of the university)

http://www.physicalgeography.net/physgeoglos/s.html#anchor868130
http://www.physicalgeography.net/physgeoglos/s.html#anchor867278


Some common system characteristics. 

Systems are generalizations of reality. 

Systems have a structure that is defined by parts and processes. 

These processes involve inputs, storages and outputs
of material, energy and  information

The parts of a system have functional as well as 
structural relationships between each other. 

Systems often exchange energy, information and/or matter 
beyond their defined boundary

with the outside environment.  

Functional relationships can only occur because of the presence of a driving force. 

The parts that make up a system show some degree of integration –
the parts work together. 



System classifications I

Isolated system - a system that has no interactions
beyond its boundary layer. 

(e.g. controlled laboratory experiments)

Closed system - a system that transfers energy, but not matter, 
across its boundary. 

(e.g. our planet is often viewed as a closed system) 

Open system - is a system that transfers matter, 
information and energy across ist boundary layer

(e.g. ecosystems)

http://www.physicalgeography.net/physgeoglos/i.html#anchor29432
http://www.physicalgeography.net/physgeoglos/c.html#anchor44632
http://www.physicalgeography.net/physgeoglos/o.html#anchor62741


System classifications II

Simple systems - complex systems
Public traffic Eckernförde – Public traffic New York

Dynamic systems - static systems
Surface of Earth – Surface of Mars

Deterministic systems - stochastic systems
Room heating – Lotto numbers

Stable systems - instable systems
Brick house – House of cards



… a Little Detour at the Start

… Components from Miller`s Living Systems Theory

… What Functions do we Need for the Survival of Living Entities?



Miller‘s Living Systems components I

Living systems, whether at the level of the cell, the organ, the organism, the group, 
the organization, the society, or the supranational system, all contain the 19 subsystems: 

1. The reproducer, capable of giving rise to other systems.

2. The boundary, holds together the components, protects them from environmental
stress, and excludes or permits entry to various sorts of matter-energy and information.

3. The ingestor, brings matter-energy across the system boundary from its
environment.

4. The distributor, carries inputs from outside the system or outputs from its
subsystems around the system to each component.

5. The converter, changes certain inputs to the system into forms more useful for
the special processes of that particular system. 

. 



Miller‘s Living Systems components II

6. The producer, forms stable associations that endure for significant
periods among matter-energy inputs to the system or outputs from its converter,
the materials synthesized being or growth, damage repair, or replacement of 
components of the system, or for providing energy for moving or constituting
the system’s outputs of products or information markets to its suprasystem

7. The matter-energy storage subsystem, retains in the system, for different 
periods of time, deposits matter and energy. 

8. The extruder, transmits matter and energy out of the system. 

9. The motor, moves the system or parts of it in relation to part or all of its
environment or moves components of its environment in relation to each other. 

10. The supporter, maintains the proper spatial relationships among components of 
the systems, so that they can interact without weighing each other down or crowding
each other. 

11. The input transducer, brings markers bearing information into system, changing
them to other matter-energy forms suitable for transmission within it. 



Miller‘s Living Systems components III

12. The internal transducer, receives, from other subsystems or components
within the system, markers bearing information about significant alterations in 
those subsystems or components, changing them to other matter-energy form of 
a sort that can be transmitted within it. 

13. The channel and net, are composed of a single route in physical space, or
multiple interconnected routes, by which markers bearing information are
transmitted to all parts of the system. 

14. The decoder, alters the code of information input to it through the input
transducer or internal transducer into a private code that can be used internally
by the system. 

15. The associator, carries out the first stage of the learning process, forming
enduring associations among items of information in the system. 

16. The memory, carries out the second stage of the learning process, storing
various sorts of information in the system for different periods of time. 



Miller‘s Living Systems components IV

17. The decider, receives information inputs from all other subsystems
and transmits to them information outputs that control the entire system. 

18. The encoder, alters the code of information input from other
information processing subsystems, from a private code used internally by
the system into a public code that can be interpreted by other systems in its environment. 

19. The output transducer, puts out markers bearing information from the
system, changing markers within the system into other matter-energy forms
that can be transmitted over channels in the system’s environment. 

Keep in mind
that systems components provide many different functions.



Some Important Systems Principles

1. The more specialized a system is,  the less able it is to adapt
to different circumstances. 

specialized species vs. generalists
2. The more general-purpose a system is, the less optimized it is for

any particular situation.
But the more the system is optimized for a particular situation, 
the less adaptable it will be to new circumstances. 

distinct adaptability of communities
adaptive cycles

3. The larger a system is, the more of its resources must be devoted to 
everyday maintenance. 

tropical rain forests and lazy eights
4. Systems are always part of larger systems, 

and they can always be partitioned into smaller systems.
hierarchy theory

5. Systems grow and develop.
orientor theory

6. Systems are irreduceable
emergent properties

7. Systems include control functions
self-organization



Internet sources „General Systems Theory“

Internet course on systems analysis and design

http://www.netnam.vn/unescocourse/sys_ana_des/system.htm

Basic concepts of the systems approach (Prinzipia Cybernetica)
http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/SYSAPPR.html

Systems science in videos http://www.ecologyofbeing.com/

Systems and complexity – sources and links
http://carbon.cudenver.edu/~mryder/itc_data/complexity.html

Systems bibliography http://users.ox.ac.uk/~econec/systems.html

Systems theory glossary http://www.cna.org/isaac/Glossb.htm

Electronic seminar on wholeness
http://www.newciv.org/ISSS_Primer/seminar.html



How to analyze a system?



Which are the steps of systems analysis?

Problem

Application for
problem solution

Validation

Calibration

Verification and
sensitivity analysis

Equations and
programs

Purpose of
the analysis

Changes

Tests with
measured data

Selection of the
model type

Definition
of boundaries

Definition of scale
and complexity

Def. of elements
and relations

Def. of data
requirements

Def. exogeneous
factors

Conc. diagramm



System languages 1: Geo Ecology

Processes
and flows

Regulator

Sub systems
and pools

Input Output Dependence

1

o

Decision Intensity Capacity

Correlation
variable Pool Sub system



System languages 2: Forrester

State variable

Parameter
or

prevailing condition

Regulator types
Source

Sink

Add. variable

Information flow

Mass flow



System languages 3: Odum

Energy flow
Network path
External
Energy source

Energy pool

Heat sink

Interface
between
pathways

Energy
consumer

Switch element

Producer

Limited
energy
recipient

Energy flow
amplifyer
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Homework

Construct a simple flow scheme
about the energy flows

of (holistic) elephants in their environment



Some characteristics of systems structures



CZAYKA, 1975: 
Systemstruktur

Structural dimensions

Which are the components
of a system?

How are these components
interrelated?

One-dimensional structure

Three-dimensional structure



CZAYKA, 1975: 
Systemstruktur

Connectivity

How many potential
interrelations
between the elements
of a system are
realized?

Ratio potential/real
interactions



CZAYKA, 1975: 
Systemstruktur

Structural
Reflexivity

Self-referential
interactions and
internal feedbacks



CZAYKA, 1975: 
Systemstruktur

Symmetry

number of
multi-directional
interactions



CZAYKA, 1975: 
Systemstruktur

Transitivity

number,
sequence, and
extent of
interactions



CZAYKA, 1975: 
Systemstruktur

Structural
Hierarchies

Interrelations
between
sub systems



Buffers

Regulators

Controls

Feed back loops

System regulation



Buffer-aggregatsBuffer

„Rest“ system
Isolators.....

… protecting the
„rest“ system
by diminishing
and smoothening
specific inputs and
disturbances, 

… limited resistance

… expensive
… un-sensitive
… clumsy

Disturbance 3
Disturbance 2

Disturbance 1



Variable B Buffer Capacity

Variable A



Disturbance 1

Disturbance 2

Regulation
aggregat „Rest“ system

Regulation 
aggregats

Actual value of a
target variable

Regulators.....

…compensate specific
disturbances
on the base of a
continuous determination
of the values of a
disturbance variable



Regulation aggregats

Regulation
aggregat

measure compare react

Value of
disturbance

variable

Target v.
vs.

actual value
compensation

„Open effect chain“

Adaptation of
the expenditure for
resistance based on
the intensity of a 
specific disturbance

„Rest“
system



Control aggregat

A posteriori compensation
of different disturbances
based on a continuous
comparison of
actual and target values
of an internal
control variable

Control
aggregat „Rest“system

Actual value of a
target variable

Disturbances



Different
disturbancesControl aggregat

measure compare react

„Closed feed back loop“

„Rest“
system



stabilising

de-stabilising

Feed Backs

Negative feed back

The effects of a change in one element of a system
operate along a loop of interctions with other elements

in a manner that reduces the effects

Positive feed back

Effect is enhanced

Element i Element (i+1)

Feed back loop

Flow f



Two minutes about „stability“



Values of a 
State variable

Time

A

B

Which system is more stable?

How can measure stability?



Stability is a complex concept:

constancy
cyclicity

without disturbance

Resistence
Resilience (elasticity)

disturbance



Stability-Check List after Gigon & Grimm (1997):

- Which level of organization?
- Which spatial scale?
- Which temporal scale?
- Which disturbance?
- Whichn indicator in the ecosystem?
- Which stability feature?
- Which reference points or dynamics`?
- Which mehtod of quantification?
- Which normative aspects are taken into account?

But: The only stable feature of living systems is change!



Some questions in the end / Homework:

What types of systems can ecosystems be assigned to? 

What is the difference between buffering, regulating and controlling
principles in cybernetics?

Where are these principles applied concerning …
- elephants?
- potatoes?
- human beings?
- ecosystems?

What is the buffer capacity of a system and how can you measure it?

Why can positive feedbacks become „negative“ for meta-stable
systems?

What is an ecosystem? Try to find two different definitions.
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